Most popular tools for VLSI placement r e l y o n s o m e t ype of local search algorithm to iteratively re ne a given placement solution. In such algorithms, it is necessary to evaluate the total amount of routing that a given placement will require. Typically, rectilinear Steiner tree heuristics are used to estimate the routing length of a placement. When evaluating heuristics, researchers typically focus on their absolute accuracy, i . e . , how nearly optimal are their solutions? However, here a more pertinent statistic is their relative accuracy, i . e . h o w l i k ely is it that a given heuristic will agree with the optimum on which o f t wo instances has the shorter routing? In this paper, we experimentally evaluate four popular net length estimation heuristics, with respect to both their absolute and relative accuracy as well as their speed.
Introduction
In electronic physical design automation, the placement problem is that of choosing physical locations within some area for the devices that comprise a particular circuit. A variety o f objectives are typically to be optimized in placement, but a primary one is always the routability of the layout, which i s i n p a r t m e a s u r e d b y the total length of wire required to route the given placement. It is clearly far too expensive to compute an actual routing during the execution of a placement algorithm, so heuristics are used to approximate the routing length required by a placement solution.
Typically, these heuristics approximate the length of a rectilinear Steiner tree, since this is the shape often taken by the routing of a single net. The rectilinear Steiner tree (RST) problem is stated as follows: given a set T of n points called terminals in the plane, nd a set S of additional points called Steiner points such that the length of a rectilinear minimum spanning tree of T S is minimized. Garey and Johnson 1] prove that the RST problem is NP-complete, indicating that a polynomial-time algorithm to compute an optimal RST is unlikely to exist.
When evaluating heuristics, researchers typically focus on their absolute accuracy, i.e., the magnitude of the discrepancy between the length measured by the heuristic and the length of an optimal RST. However, in the context of an iterative optimization algorithm, a more pertinent statistic is their relative accuracy, i.e. the probability that the heuristic will correctly order a given pair of instances according to the lengths of their optimal RSTs.
In this paper, we experimentally evaluate four popular net length estimation heuristics, with respect to both their absolute and relative accuracy, a s w ell as their speed. Since these heuristics are to be applied within the inner loop of an iterative optimization algorithm, it is essential that they be very fast. Thus, we concentrate solely on heuristics with at most O(n log n) time complexity, w h e r e n is the number of terminals.
De nitions
We de ne the accuracy of a heuristic to be the average ratio between the length of an optimal RST and the length of one computed by the heuristic. In other words, if there are m instances and h i and s i are respectively the objective v alues of the heuristic and optimal solutions to instance i, then the accuracy a is
Boese, Kahng, McCoy, and Robins 2] de ne the term delity to describe the relative accuracy of a heuristic with respect to optimal. They de ne delity to be the average di erence in rank between corresponding heuristic and optimal solutions.
We believe that since our interest is in pairwise comparisons between heuristic solutions, a more reasonable de nition of delity is one used in the literature of approximate sorting namely, the portion of the pairwise inequality relations among the optimal solutions that are correctly determined by the heuristic solutions. More formally, if there are m instances and h i and s i are respectively the objective v alues of the heuristic and optimal solutions to instance i, then the delity f is This section describes the four heuristics that we examine, which are among the most popular for net length estimation in iterative placement applications.
Circumrectangle Semiperimeter
One popular net length estimate used in placement applications is the circumrectangle semiperimeter (CRS), i.e. half of the perimeter of the smallest rectangle enclosing the input terminals. This is clearly a lower bound on the length of the optimal RST, and this is the only one of the estimates we examine that does not provide an actual heuristic RST.
The CRS can obviously be computed in linear time. Chung and Hwang 3] p r o ve that the ratio between the length of an optimal RST and the length of the CRS is O( p n).
Spine Tree
Another net length estimate is the spine tree. Assume without loss of generality that the enclosing circumrectangle of the terminals has greater width than height. A spine tree consists of a backbone segment that spans the width of the circumrectangle, and whose y coordinate is the mean y coordinate of the terminals. Each terminal is then connected to the backbone by a v ertical line segment. The spine tree can also be computed in linear time. However, the worst-case ratio between the length of a spine tree and the length of an optimal RST is O(n). (Consider a set of terminals that all lie on the top or bottom border of the circumrectangle.)
Minimum Spanning Tree
Another popular net length estimate is the minimum spanning tree (MST). An MST is a minimum-length interconnection of the terminals if every edge has two terminals as endpoints. For VLSI net length estimation purposes, typically the rectilinear (L 1 ) distance metric is used.
An MST can be computed in O(n log n) time, where n is the number of terminals (see, e.g., 4]). The worst-case ratio between the length of an MST and the length of an optimal RST was proven by H w ang 5] t o b e 3 =2.
Prim-Steiner Tree
The MST can be easily improved upon by modifying Prim's MST algorithm 6] such that it can connect each new terminal to a point along an existing edge (creating a Steiner point), rather than solely to other terminals.
This Prim-Steiner tree can also be computed in O(n log n) time, and the worst-case ratio between the length of a Prim-Steiner tree and the length of an optimal RST is 3=2, just as for the MST 7] .
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Spine Tree MST Prim-Steiner Optimal RST Figure 1 : The four heuristic solutions and the optimal solution for a 15-terminal instance. Figure 1 shows the four heuristic solutions and the optimal solution for a randomly generated 15-terminal instance.
Experimental Results
We h a ve implemented the four heuristics and determined the accuracy, delity, and running time of each for 10,000 randomly generated instances of each size from n = 3 t o n = 1 5 .
The optimal solutions used for comparison were generated by the FDP algorithm of Ganley and Cohoon 8, 9]. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
There are several noteworthy features of these results. The spine tree is often touted as a more accurate alternative to the CRS. However, in our tests, while the spine tree is more accurate for larger n, its delity is always worse than that of the CRS! It has been suggested (e.g., by Kahng and Robins 10]) that one can improve the quality of the CRS estimate by m ultiplying the length of its solutions by the Chung-Hwang bound 3] o f O( p n). Our experiments show that while this does improve the accuracy slightly for larger n, i t o b viously does not a ect the delity of the heuristic (since it amounts to multiplying both sides of an inequality b y the same value).
The MST is both more accurate and has higher delity than either of the linear-time heuristics, and these values appear to degrade much more slowly with increasing n. The same is true, only moreso, for the Prim-Steiner algorithm. However, one pays a substantial price in running time for this increased result quality.
Conclusions
The most interesting line of future work would be to devise a linear-time (or nearly so) heuristic whose delity does not decrease with increasing n as rapidly as do the CRS and spine tree. One potential candidate is Clarkson's nearly-linear approximate rectilinear minimum spanning tree algorithm 11].
One can easily show that unless P = NP, there does not exist a heuristic for the RST problem (or most any NP-complete problem) with delity 1 :0, as such a heuristic could be used to solve the corresponding decision problem.
It wo u l d b e i n teresting to extend these experiments to n > 15, by using a faster exact algorithm than the one used here (such as that of Salowe and Warme 12] ). It wo u l d a l s o b e i n teresting to test these heuristics against one another in an actual iterative placement algorithm.
